Dear Friends,

For almost five decades, DeSantis has been developing, designing and manufacturing the very best gun holsters that money can buy. We pride ourselves on using the best American-Premium hides and the toughest synthetics available for our holsters and accessories.

Finding a less expensive source of raw materials is just NOT our way. We are a family owned business, and there has always been a DeSantis at the helm. My sons are now steering the ship, but I remain available whenever the need arises. We take a special kind of pride in our products because our name is on every one of them. Our quality will never be compromised in a product where dependability of performance is paramount.

Gene DeSantis, CEO 2019
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**MINI SCABBARD®**
**STYLE 019**
This unique holster has been reduced to the barest of essentials, yet offers a secure grip on the handgun thanks to exact molding and adjustable tension device. The belt loop accommodates up to 1 3/4" belts. Note: some models without tension device. Available in premium black or tan saddle leather.
*Available for both autos and revolvers.

**SPEED SCABBARD®**
**STYLE 002**
The Speed Scabbard® is designed to meet the needs of plainclothes professionals preferring a holster without a thumb break while still providing firearm retention. This is accomplished with precise molding and a tension screw device. Belt slots are 1 3/4" wide. Note: Some models with two belt slots and/or without tension device. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.
*Available for both autos and revolvers.

**MINI SLIDE®**
**STYLE 086**
The Mini Slide® features double stitched seams and precision molding. It is designed to meet the needs of plainclothes professionals preferring a tight riding holster without a thumb break. The Mini Slide® is fitted with a screw tension device and 1 3/4" slots. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.
BELT HOLSTERS

THUMB BREAK SCABBARD™
STYLE 001
The Thumb Break Scabbard™ is presented at an optimum draw angle. Its thumb break and exact molding, together with a tension device, allows for a secure and highly concealable carry. This picture illustrates the three-slot model. Belt slots are 1 3/4” wide. Note: Some models with two belt slots and/or without tension device. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather. (Also available in lined and basketweave.) *Available for both autos and revolvers.

THUMB BREAK MINI SLIDE®
STYLE 085
The Thumb Break Mini Slide® features double stitched seams and precision molding. This twin 1 ¾” slotted pancake-style holster is fitted with an adjustable tension device. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather. *Available for both autos and revolvers.

THE MAVERICK™
STYLE 012
The Maverick™ features detailed molding along with a sturdy steel spring clip for easy on and off. It will accommodate belts up to 1 3/4” wide. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.
BELT HOLSTERS

QUICK SNAP®
STYLE 027
The Quick Snap® features a one way snap on belt loop for easy on and off and precise molding. It will accommodate belts up to 1 1/2” wide. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.

SMALL OF BACK
STYLE 067
The Small of Back holster secures your pistol in one of the least obtrusive and most discrete areas for concealed carry. It is constructed of premium grade saddle leather and is highly detail molded. Features 1 3/4” belt slots and tension device. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.
*Available for both autos and revolvers.

E-GAT SLIDE™
STYLE 115
The E-GAT Slide™ is a basic neutral cant concealment OWB holster that works equally well on the strong side or cross draw. We have simplified this holster’s production process to save you quite a few bucks without costing you anything in performance. Available in top grain Black leather.
*Available for both autos and revolvers.
BELT HOLSTERS

CRISS CROSS™ SURVEILLANCE HOLSTER  (Cross Draw)
STYLE 155
The Criss Cross™ has a reinforced mouth for easy re-holstering and features an adjustable tension device. The belt slots will accommodate belts up to 1 1/2" wide. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.

SKY COP® (Cross Draw)
STYLE 068
The Sky Cop® is a cross draw holster designed to accommodate large frame auto loaders and small frame revolvers. The Sky Cop® will accommodate belts up to 1 1/2" wide and features an adjustable tension device. Available in premium Black saddle leather.
*Available for both autos and revolvers.

NYLON MINI SCABBARD®
STYLE M67
The Nylon Mini Scabbard™ is a sturdy, lightweight and trim concealment holster made for a large variety of handguns. It features an adjustable tension device and is precision molded from ballistic nylon and thermoformable materials. It will accommodate belts up to 1 1/2".
*Available for both autos and revolvers.
BELT/PADDLE HOLSTERS

SIMPLE SLIDE™
STYLE 119
The Simple Slide™ works in conjunction with your belt to provide a low profile, light fitting and inexpensive holster for concealed (OWB) carry. This design allows for all barrel lengths and two sizes fit most concealable autos. The Simple Slide™ holster can be folded flat when not being used. It fits belts up to 1 1/2". Available in Black lined leather. *Available for both autos and revolvers.

YAQUI SLIDE™
STYLE 023
The Yaqui Slide™ has dual adjustable tension screws. This holster is lightweight and has a streamlined belt slot design which provides trigger guard coverage for security. Available for both single and double action semi-autos. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.

YAQUI PADDLE
STYLE 029
The Yaqui Paddle is the next progression in Yaqui designs for large auto loaders. This is a minimum size holster that is fitted with our easy on and off paddle. The Yaqui features a dual tension device for a custom fit. The style 029 is available for most single and double action semi-autos. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.
**TOP COP 2.0®**

**STYLE 139**
The Top Cop® 2.0 features an adjustable tension device and a reinforced opening for easy one hand re-holstering. The leather is molded to exquisite detail, and the rugged polymer paddle is adjustable for cant and locks down securely. A twin-slotted synthetic belt attachment is sold separately. Available in premium saddle leather. *Available for both autos and revolvers.

**QUICK-CHEK™ INBOARD**
*(Compatible with both standard & reflex sights)*

**STYLE 148**
The Quick-Chek Inboard is a self-locking concealment holster. It features a thumb-activated inboard Redi-Lok™ which can be accessed rapidly in one fluid intuitive motion. The twin slots accommodate up to 1 3/4” belts. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather. Patented.

**QUICK-CHEK™ SCABBARD**
*(Compatible with both standard & reflex sights)*

**STYLE 144**
The Quick-Chek™ is a self-locking concealment holster with maximum security in mind. It features both inboard and outboard Redi-Lok™ that must be used simultaneously. This can be accomplished rapidly in one fluid intuitive motion. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather and sturdy polymer components. Patented.
BELT HOLSTERS

COCKED & LOCKED
THUMB BREAK SCABBARD™
STYLE 16L
With a three-slot design, the Cocked & Locked Thumb Break Scabbard™ allows you to carry your Government Model .45 auto, Springfield Operator and clones in a cocked and locked position. Featuring highly detailed precision molding makes this beauty a great choice for the trained professional. Available in premium Black saddle leather.

F.A.M.S. W/ LOCK HOLE™
STYLE 01L
This two-slot asymmetrical design is now the standard issue for the U.S. Secret Service and other federal law enforcement agencies. The hole accommodates a padlock or standard handcuffs behind the trigger allowing the weapon to remain holstered and loaded but locked and safe for childproof storage. Belt slots are 1 3/4" wide. Available in premium Black unlined saddle leather.

F.F.D.O. W/ LOCK HOLE™
STYLE 31L
The F.F.D.O. w/Lock Hole™ is an asymmetrical pancake style holster with three slots for use as a strong side or cross draw. The style 31L features a reinforced upper section and a provision for a padlock or handcuffs. The purpose of the padlock hole is to secure the weapon inside of the holster when it is not being worn. This also eliminates the need to load and unload the weapon when it is to be stored safely. Available in premium Black saddle leather.
BELT HOLSTERS

**SPEED LITE™**
**STYLE 132**
The Speed Lite™ is our speedy version of our Tac-Lite™ holster. We eliminated the thumb break for an even faster draw. It is molded to the exact specifications for secure and concealable carry. Available for many guns and light combinations. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.

---

**TAC-LITE™**
**STYLE 117**
The Tac-Lite™ is molded to exacting specifications for secure and concealable carry. This model features three slots for multiple carry options. Available for many guns and light combinations. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.

---

**T-GAT™**
**STYLE 131**
The T-Gat™ is a trailing-slot belt scabbard made of premium saddle leather. Highly detailed molding and a reinforced thumb break, provide retention. It also has a molded in sight track. The T-Gat™ can be worn cross draw (10-11 o’clock) or strong side (3-4 o’clock). It is now available for popular large framed autos. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.
RAPTOR™
STYLE 146
The Raptor™ is a high ride OWB/IWB Kydex®-thermoformed holster. It is preformed with a curved back with most of the detailed molding on the outer portion. This adds to both comfort and concealability. The Raptor™ comes with belt loops for 1 ½", 1 ¾" and IWB soft polymer straps. It also features a trigger guard detent and a rear sweat guard.

SL RAPTOR™ (with lock)
STYLE 147
The SL Raptor™ is a self locking OWB/IWB Kydex®-thermoformed holster. It is formed with a curved back with most of the detailed molding on the outer portion. This adds to both comfort and concealability. The SL Raptor™ comes with belt loops for 1 ½", 1 ¾" and IWB soft polymer straps. It also features a Redi-Lok™ (trigger locking device) and a rear sweat guard.

LIGHT BEARING RAPTOR™
STYLE 162
The Light Bearing Raptor™ OWB/IWB concealment holster is fabricated from thermoformed Kydex® for Glock® pistols. It comes with 1 1/2", 1 3/4" belt loops and soft polymer IWB straps and is adjustable for both height and cant. The Light Bearing Raptor™-OWB will work with Insight Technology Streamlight M3, Inforce Model INF-APL-B-W, Streamlight TLR-1 and the Surefire X300 rail-mounted lights and others of similar size. The most interesting feature is that it secures the Glock pistol with or without the light attached.
**THE FACILITATOR™** (Self Locking)
**STYLE 042**
The Facilitator™ is constructed of rigid Kydex® sheet and reinforced polymers for strength and durability and features our Redi-Lok™ trigger locking device. It can be worn strong side, cross draw or small of back. The style 042 is SLIM, which makes it much more concealable than the competition. The combat proven Redi-Lok™ makes this model very secure and snatch resistant.

**C.H.A.M.P.™**
**STYLE 128**
The CHAMP™ is a new holster concept from DeSantis Gunhide®. Moving just one screw will change this model from right to left hand. The CHAMP™ is very compact, and it has adjustable cant. The adjustable tension device and trigger guard detent keep your pistol securely seated. (Optional paddle is available separately.) Patent Pending.

**THE INTIMIDATOR® 2.0**
**STYLE 138**
The Intimidator® 2.0 is a minimal two slot pancake style holster. The holster body is formed of precision-molded Kydex® sheet while the back component is formed of leather and synthetic materials making it both compact and lightweight. It is immediately available for a large number of handguns.

*Available for both autos and revolvers.*
TAP OUT™
STYLE 116
The Tap Out™ holster is made to last. It is built from a robust polymer for rigorous use. The Tap Out™ is fitted with a concealment belt slide that can be rotated 180° which can raise or lower the holster. The lower position works especially well for women. Both slide and optional paddle are adjustable for cant. The front edge of the holster has an integrated Picatinny rail and cover. With the cover removed, accessories can be mounted. (See picture). Patented.

DS PADDLE HOLSTER™
STYLE D94
The DS Paddle Holster™ is made entirely of Kydex® sheet and is an exceptionally light and compact holster. Minimal friction between gun and holster results in a smooth draw. This model also comes with a belt attachment. The paddle is adjustable for forward to rearward cant. Dual tension device and precise molding give this holster a perfect fit.

THE PROWLER™
STYLE 120
The Prowler™ is the next generation of our Intruder® style holsters made with our auto locking Redi-lok™ system making it a level II self-locking holster. The Prowler™ can be used as a tuckable IWB holster, as well as an OWB holster. It features our Tuckable 360® C-Clips making it both tuckable and adjustable for cant and height. Each Prowler is molded with genuine Kydex® sheet to exacting specifications. Patents are Pending. Optional J-Clips available (page 58).
SLIM-TUK™
STYLE 137
The Slim-Tuk™ is a new, minimal ambidextrous IWB holster fashioned from Kydex®. One of the most unique features of this IWB holster is that it uses our tuckable 360°™ C-Clip, which affords the wearer unlimited mounting options. The hardware can be easily reversed to change from right to left. The Slim-Tuk™ is precision molded from sturdy Kydex® sheet and features a rugged nylon clip. It is available for many concealable handguns.

PIPE-HITTER™
STYLE 160
The Pipe Hitter™ is an appendix holster with integral Mag pouch. Built from 100% Kydex® and adjustable for height and cant. It is fitted with our tuckable C-Clips. Optional J-Clips available (page 58).

THE INTRUDER®
STYLE 105
The Intruder® is designed for both concealment and comfort. It is tuckable and adjustable for both height and cant. The holster back consists of top grain premium steer-hide and the leather front component is finished with a supremely durable polyurethane film for lasting beauty. Each Intruder™ is molded from genuine Kydex® sheet to exact specifications. Optional J-Clips available (page 58).

*Available for both autos and revolvers
INFLTRATOR™ AIR
STYLE M78

The Infiltrator™ “AIR” IWB holster is adjustable for both height and cant. The front holster component is precision-molded Kydex® and the back component is all synthetic and “breathable” material. It is fitted with our tuckable C-Clips. Optional J-Clips available (page 58).

INVADER™
STYLE M65

The Invader™ is an extremely comfortable synthetic IWB, tuckable holster. The body pad is built from edge bound neoprene, ballistic nylon and other synthetic materials, while the formed holster component is precision thermo-molded from sturdy Kydex® sheet. The C-Clips are made of glass-reinforced nylon for lasting durability. This model is easily user adjustable with included hex wrench. Optional J-Clips available (page 58).

*Available for both autos and revolvers.

SCORPION II®
STYLE 121

The Scorpion® II, is the next generation of our Scorpion® holster. The Scorpion® II is designed for all day comfort. This strong side concealment holster remains completely open when the pistol is drawn and allows for simple one handed re-holstering. It is precision molded from genuine Kydex® sheet for lasting durability. The Scorpion® II is fitted with our Tuckable 360® C-Clips which will allow height and cant adjustment and are totally tuckable. Optional J-Clips are also available (page 58).

*Available for both autos and revolvers.
**SOF-TUCK™ STYLE 106**
The Sof-Tuck™ features our Tuckable 360™ J-clip making it both tuckable and adjustable for cant and height. It is built from soft, no-slip suede and reinforced at the top with premium saddle leather to aid in re-holstering. The style 106 is available for most concealable handguns. Optional C-Clip available (page 58). *Available for both autos and revolvers.*

**SUMMER HEAT™ STYLE 045**
The Summer Heat™ is a bare bones minimum IWB holster built from premium saddle leather. Its finely molded contours provide the weapon retention. The top is reinforced to ease re-holstering and the powder coated spring clip holds it securely to your belt. Available in premium Tan saddle leather. *Available for both autos and revolvers.*

**THE INSIDER® STYLE 031**
For concealment with comfort, The Insider® contains design features to minimize bulk. It is made with a heavy duty spring steel clip positioned high for deep cover. Available in Black non-molded leather, only. *Available for both autos and revolvers.*
**IWB HOLSTERS**

**POP-UP™ STYLE 020**
The Pop-Up™ is built from premium saddle leather with “rough-side out” design and features a tough powder coated J-Clip. The pistol rides low and out of sight. The draw is accomplished by pushing up at the muzzle end (through your slacks). The Pop-Up™ will accommodate small frame autos.

**POCKET-TUK™ STYLE 111**
The Pocket-Tuk™ is a dual purpose pocket and tuckable IWB holster. This features our Tuckable 360™ C-Clip making it both tuckable and adjustable for cant and height. The reinforced mouth aids in reholstering, and the suede construction helps keep it all in place. Each Pocket-Tuk™ is supplied with a hex key to facilitate clip adjustment or removal for pocket carry. *Available for both autos and revolvers.*

**VERSA-TUK™ STYLES 140, 141 & 142**
The Versa-Tuk™ is ambidextrous and comes in three different finishes as shown. This is probably the most versatile IWB holster ever made. Two sizes will fit almost all concealable handguns. The small/medium fits most J frames and small to medium autos. The medium/large will fit most of the larger revolvers and autos. The Versa-Tuk™ features our Tuckable 360™ C-Clip which makes the holster adjustable for cant and height. Optional J-Clip available (page 58).
INSIDE HEAT™
STYLE 127
The Inside Heat™ is a bare bones minimum IWB holster built from black saddle leather. The precise molded contours provide the weapon retention. The top is reinforced to ease re-holstering, and the powder coated spring clip holds it securely to your belt. It is only available in Black saddle leather.
*Available for both autos and revolvers

PRO STEALTH™
STYLE N87
The Pro Stealth™ is made of premium padded ballistic nylon. The 1 3/4” sturdy powder-coated black spring clip keeps this beauty securely anchored to your belt. The Pro Stealth™ is ambidextrous and a spare magazine pouch is standard for auto loader models. Optional thumb break (N99) is available.
*Available for both autos and revolvers

TUCK-THIS® II
STYLE M24
The Tuck-This® II is built from heavily padded 1050D black Ballistic nylon and lined with slick pack cloth. The widely adjustable belt tab can swing from cross draw to FBI-strong side carry. The tab allows the shirt to be tucked down in between the gun and trousers affording nearly total concealment. Auto loader versions of the Tuck This® II will have a magazine pouch built into the front holster spine. Optional thumb break (M28) available. Optional C-Clip available (page 58).
*Available for both autos and revolvers
**DUAL CARRY II®**
*STYLE 033*

If you don’t want to purchase multiple holsters, the innovative Dual Carry II® can be used as both an IWB and OWB concealed carry solution. This versatile holster features our Tuckable 360™ C-Clip for unlimited positioning and adjustment in IWB mode. The Dual Carry II® is made from soft non-molded black leather with thumb break and integral belt loop, making it optimal for OWB carry. Optional J clip is available (page 58). Available in non-molded Black leather.

*Available for both autos and revolvers.*

---

**The Companion® II**
*STYLE 126*

The Companion® II now features our Tuckable 360™ C-Clip making it both tuckable and adjustable for cant and height. It can also be worn OWB with its 1 3/4“ belt slots. The Companion® II is the ideal answer for people who must carry a firearm for varying modes of use. It is made with premium saddle leather and is detail molded to exacting specifications. Optional J-Clips are available (page 58).

*Available for both autos and revolvers.*
IWB HOLSTERS

COZY PARTNER®
STYLE 028
The Cozy Partner® features a tension device and precise molding for handgun retention. A memory band retains the holster’s shape for easy one handed re-holstering. 1 3/4” split belt loop is standard. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.*Available for both autos and revolvers.

MAD MAX®
STYLE 112
The DeSantis Mad Max® tuckable IWB is an updated version of a holster originally made popular by one of the custom makers. The Mad Max™ comes complete with both leather 1 3/4” belt loops and tuckable injection molded J-clips. The reinforced top aids in the easy one-handed holstering. Optional tuckable injection molded C-Clips are also available (see page 58). Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.

THUMB BREAK MAD MAX® C&L
STYLE 136
The Mad Max® Thumb Break C&L is an IWB model, set up for cocked and locked carry which only should be used by experienced operators. The package includes leather belt loops and J-Clips for ultimate concealment. Optional C-Clips are available (page 58). It is currently made for full size 1911’s. Available in premium saddle leather.
**OUTBACK™**

**STYLE 145**

The Outback™ is an ambidextrous OWB/IWB holster. Two sizes fit almost all concealable handguns. It is built from center-cut cowhide, finished with durable polyurethane and sewn with contrasting nylon cord. The Tuckable 360™ clip allows unlimited positioning as an IWB and can be quickly removed for OWB carry. The twin-slotted pancake style OWB carry will keep your gun close and tight to your side.

**INVISIBLE AGENT® (Tuckable)**

**STYLE 005**

Just one holster to fit almost all make of guns. This is accomplished by means of an adjustable Velcro® retainer around the barrel of the weapon. Available in Black leather. Tuckable since 1974.

*Available for both autos and revolvers.*
IWB HOLSTERS

THE OSPREY™
STYLE 159
NEW
The Osprey™ is a trailing slot OWB/IWB holster. The belt slots will accommodate belts up to 1 1/2" wide. The IWB strap is cant-variable and easily removable without tools. Available for medium and large autoloaders. Available in premium Tan saddle leather. Patents Pending.

FLEX-TUK™
STYLE 113
The Flex-Tuk™ tuckable IWB for the S&W J frame 2" can be worn comfortably as an appendix carry or a cross draw and everything in between. The specially formed mouth allows effortless re-holstering. It is fitted with our Tuckable 360°™ C-Clip making it both tuckable and adjustable for cant and height. Our highly concealable J-clip and hex key are also supplied. Available in premium Tan saddle leather.

VANQUISHER™
STYLE M71
The VANQUISHER™ is an ambidextrous tuckable IWB holster that can be adjusted for both height and cant. It is built from padded-ballistic nylon and two sizes will fit almost all concealable handguns.
**POCKET HOLSTERS**

**AMMO NEMESIS®**
**STYLE M33**
The Ammo Nemesis® uses the same revolutionary material as the original Nemesis® and still sticks to the user's pocket "almost like fly paper". We added a compartment that can hold extra ammunition. The Ammo Nemesis® carries a single 38/357 Swift Strip™ to the rear of the gun compartment for small revolvers. For small autos, the M33 is fitted with an additional compartment for a spare magazine. Swift strips are included on the revolver models. *Available for both autos and revolvers.

**CARGO NEMESIS®**
**STYLE M52**
This ambidextrous holster was designed to fit inside the thigh pocket of most cargo pants. It is built from a very viscous material. The Cargo Nemesis® is quite sticky and will absolutely not move out of position in the pocket. This model is reinforced and stiffened at all areas that need it. The style M52 keeps your firearm at arms reach and out of sight. The inside is made of slick pack cloth for a no friction draw. This holster is available in seven sizes, and they are all different in width. **Caution:** Carrying in an oversized cargo pocket might permit holster to move, allowing it to shift out of place or rotate. *Available for both autos and revolvers.

**THE TRICKSTER™**
**STYLE 021**
The Trickster™ conceals your small automatic in the front or back pocket of those slick fitting slacks! It is simple, smart and very effective. Available in Black leather only. This holster is available in three sizes, and they are all different in width.
POCKET HOLSTERS

THE NEMESIS®
STYLE N38
The Nemesis® has revolutionized pocket holsters. The style N38 is so sticky it’s almost like fly paper. This pocket holster will absolutely not move out of position in your pocket. The inside is made of a slick pack cloth for a low friction draw and the core is just the right amount of foam to break up the outline of the gun. Ambidextrous.
*Available for both autos and revolvers.

SUPER FLY®
STYLE M44
When we designed the original Nemesis®, we thought that it would remain the best pocket holster forever! Well, it just got even better! The Super Fly® has outdone even the best! Super Fly’s® new exclusive sticky rubberized fabric is even more viscous than the Nemesis®. We have also added a removable, reversible outer flap to even further disguise the firearm. This pocket holster will absolutely not move out of position in your pocket. The inside is made of slick pack cloth for a low friction draw and is reinforced with added polymer in the right places. Ambidextrous.
*Available for both autos and revolvers.

POCKET SHOT™
STYLE 110
The Pocket Shot™ is a new alternative to conventional pocket holsters. It can be easily carried in the front or rear pant pockets and presents a very low signature. The pistol is inserted from the top and is held in place by the friction fit of leather and rubber. Available in Black leather. Please note: ATF has not classified this holster as an “AOW”
ELASTIC ANKLE WALLET™
STYLE 063
The Elastic Ankle Wallet™ accommodates a wallet or similar size item. It secures comfortably around the ankle with Velcro®. The Velcro® flap holds contents securely in place. Ambidextrous design.

DOUBLE MAG ANKLE HOLSTER™
STYLE N81
The Double Mag Ankle Holster™ carries two back-up magazines comfortably Velcroed on the ankle. It is made of expandable neoprene and is available for most caliber magazines. (Ambidextrous)
**ANKE HLOSTERS**

**DIE HARD™ ANKLE RIG**
**STYLE 014**
The Die Hard™ Ankle Rig features a tough leather lined holster with a conventional thumb break that has been attached to a neoprene leg band. The inside is padded with foam and lined with sheepskin. Optional support strap (C14) is available.
*Available for both autos and revolvers.

**LEATHER ANKLE HOLSTER**
**STYLE 044**
The Leather Ankle Holster is made with a Velcro® closure for ease of putting on and taking off. Securing the weapon is accomplished by the use of a positive-snap device. It is exactly molded to the gun it is designed to carry offering positive retention and reliability. The style 044 has foam-padded suede for comfort. Available in premium Black saddle leather. Optional support strap (C14) is available.
*Available for both autos and revolvers.

**APACHE® ANKLE RIG**
**STYLE 062**
The Apache® wide, elasticized leg band largely eliminates the unwanted rocking motion commonly associated with ankle holsters. The Apache® is made for small, medium and large frame semi-autos and small frame revolvers. All semi-auto models feature an adjustable Velcro® thumb break. Revolver and small autos feature an adjustable thumb strap (without snap, Velcro® closure.) Made with genuine sheepskin padded lining for comfort. Optional support strap (C14) is available.
**THE PATRIOT®**  
**STYLE N84**

The Patriot® is our latest improvement of the original Sidewinder™ Rig. The Patriot® has an updated thumb break system that is both good-looking and very functional. The holster and double pouch components are built of padded ballistic nylon. The all-new shoulder harness is wide for excellent weight distribution and is instantly adjustable by using the Ladder Lock Straps™. The harness is both padded and lined with high-friction synthetic suede for extra stability. The Patriot® is ambidextrous and is available for most popular handguns.  
*Available for both autos and revolvers.*

**DRAGONFLY™**  
**STYLE V84**

The Dragonfly™ is a vest style vertical shoulder holster originally designed for investigators of a large federal agency. The ambidextrous holster and magazine pouch are suspended from a non-slip wide harness that is substantially and easily adjustable. The double magazine pouch has an elastic tie down strap with a suspender style clip. The Dragonfly™ is made from foam padded 1060D Senior Ballistic Nylon and mil spec webbing and fasteners. The rig can be adjusted to fit a good number of large auto loaders. Check online or with customer service for further details. It is available in Black, ballistic nylon from inventory and in army military camo pattern (Cordura) when ordered in quantity.
NEW YORK UNDERCOVER™

STYLE 11D
The New York Undercover Rig™ has been around since the early 1970’s. It has gone through numerous revisions since then and is now in its finest form. This shoulder holster is detail molded to fit the exact firearm it is designed to carry. Each rig is shipped fully assembled with a double ammo carrier. Additional accessories are available. This harness will fit up to a 54 inch chest and pivots at all four junction points. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.

C.E.O.® SHOULDER RIG

STYLE 11Z
We took our New York Undercover™ holster and attached a half harness to this popular shoulder rig. The C.E.O.® is an excellent choice for women who have trouble finding a comfortable shoulder holster. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather.
QUICK-CHEK™ SHOULDER RIG

STYLE 12D PATENTED

The Quick Chek™ Shoulder Rig uses our patented Redi-Lok™ retention device for added security. This rig is fast, lightweight and strong. This harness will fit up to a 54" chest and pivots at all four junction points. The Quick Chek™ comes assembled complete with a double mag pouch which can be worn horizontal, vertical or diagonal. Available in premium Black saddle leather.

BODYGUARD™

STYLE N90

The Bodyguard™ is designed to carry one or two weapons at the same time. It will also hold spare ammo, cell phones, handcuffs, flashlights and anything of a similar size. We tried a multitude of different weapons for fit and most concealable weapons work well in the N90. Padded 1050D senior ballistic nylon makes up the main vest body with a pack cloth lining. The vest can be adjusted for torso size by means of Velcro® and elastic. Belt tie downs are included.

*Available for both autos and revolvers.
VARIABLE 13™
STYLE 170
The Variable 13™ is a 50/50 flat molded OWB holster made from the premium saddle leather. The flat molding makes the Variable 13™ an ambidextrous holster. Removable and reversible belt loops allow wearer to adapt the holster to their preferred configuration. The Variable 13™ is easily worn with a straight or FBI cant, and features an adjustable tension device. It is also compatible with the Y94 Tuckable Adaptors.

GATOR STING™
STYLE 171
The Gator Sting™ is a genuine American Alligator hide (molded) around a premium saddle leather lining. A sharp, luxurious, forward cant holster in black and tan. Tension adjustable open muzzle design available for the user’s perfect draw preference. Left or right hand available.

DESANTIS® TRAVEL WALLET
STYLE A90
This slim traveler, in premium saddle leather, provides ample room for several cards, ID, and currency. The DeSantis logo is handsomely embossed into the leather.

INTRUDER® 2.0
STYLE 176
The newest iteration of the Intruder® line adds modular OWB belt loops. The Intruder® 2.0 is an IWB/OWB configurable unit. Comfort is the key with tuckable struts for concealed carry and user set cant angle. The premium steerhide is coated in polyurethane to protect the leather and the gun. The bodies are molded from Kydex for a precise retained firearm fit.
**TUCKABLE IWB ADAPTORS**

**STYLE Y94**

The Style Y94 Tuckable Inside The Waistband adaptors set up most DeSantis holsters for deep concealed carry. The modular struts assist in distributing the weight of the holster and gun along more of the waistline and allows the users to tuck in their shirt for maximum concealment. The Style Y94 struts come with all the hardware needed to attach them to your existing compatible holster.

**WWII OFFICER HOLSTER**

**STYLE 174**

This is a modern production update of the classic M1916 “US” embossed leather flap holster for the M1911. The holster is a perfect replica in every way. It is made from thick tan leather with hooks for a standard G.I. web belt or slots for a standard duty belt.

**WWII PARATROOPER SHOULDER RIG**

**STYLE 173**

This single strap belt attachable holster is a replica of the WWII M-3 classic for the M1911. The government 1911 rides under the wearer’s arm secured in a “US” embossed leather shroud.
**SOF-TUCK™ 2.0**
**STYLE 179**
This polyurethane lined leather IWB holster features a reinforced top lip to add strength and aid in reholstering. Using the Tuckable 360 C-Clip, the Sof-Tuck™ contours to your exact carry angle and ride height preference.

**FLETC™ 2.0**
**STYLE 172**
In collaboration with the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center, the FLETC™ 2.0 is a snub nose revolver holster built to perform. Tan premium saddle leather cradles a small revolver at a comfortable 15 degree cant. Paired with an ammunition pouch that will hold a Speedloader, Swift Strip™, or the 2x2x2 (user choice), the FLETC™ 2.0 allows the wearer plenty of ammo for the wheel gun. Please specify ammo accessory when ordering.

**FLETC™ 2.0 SPEEDLOADER ATTACHMENT**
**STYLE A93**

**FLETC™ 2.0 2X2X2 ATTACHMENT**
**STYLE A91**

**FLETC™ 2.0 DUMP POUCH ATTACHMENT**
**STYLE A92**

**SWIFT STRIP™ POUCH**
**STYLE A39**
A leather carrier for the DeSantis Swift Strip™. Carry up to six .38/.357 rounds in this ambidextrous ammunition pouch. One DeSantis Swift Strip™ included.
NEW PRODUCTS 2019
Made in the USA
desantis.holster.com

VIPER® 2.0
STYLE 175
The Viper® 2.0 is a classic conventional OWB leather holster. It has a forward swept 15 degree cant in a left or right hand configuration. Available in black or tan with suede lined leather around an adjustable tension system for the perfect draw stroke every time.

INNER PIECE®
STYLE M89
The Inner Piece® is a padded ballistic nylon IWB holster designed for appendix carry. The Tuckable 360® C-Clip allows adjustment for both height and cant. The integrated magazine carrier is positioned for quick reloads.

KURZ™ SHOTGUN CASE
STYLE A88
The Kurz™ Case is a new take on the traditional shotgun scabbard. Designed around the popular 14” pump action firearms in 12, 20, and .410 gauge, the Kurz™ allows easy and safe transport of your gun and shells. Crafted from premium center cut cowhide and trimmed in full grain saddle leather, the Kurz™ Case sports an ambidextrously configurable non-slip shoulder strap. It also features a removable gauge- specific ammunition carrier. Additional carriers in various gauges are sold separately (Style A89).

KURZ™ CASE SHELL ATTACHMENT
STYLE A89
The Kurz™ Case Shell Attachment is designed to hold the shells for the Kurz™ Shotgun Case. It allows for easy access and transport of your shells.
KINGSTON™ CAR SEAT HOLSTER
STYLE N92
The Kingston™ Car Seat Holster was originally conceived in Kingston, Jamaica. Its purpose is strictly business and ideal for surveillance! The driving holster is kept close at hand on the forward vertical part of your car seat positioned between the legs. It can be strapped on by means of the adjustable nylon belt with buckle closure. The holster itself is our N87 and may also be utilized as an inside the waistband holster.
*Available for both autos and revolvers.

NYLON VEST HOLSTER
STYLE N82
The Nylon Vest Holster is constructed of slick pac-cloth with binding around the perimeter of the holster. It is Navy Blue in color and is ambidextrous. The holster is fitted with a thumb break for security.
*Available for both autos and revolvers.

HOT JOX™
STYLE R77
The Hot Jox™ IWB belt gives the operative the freedom of being casually dressed and fully armed. The weapon and spare ammo are carried just below the waistline, dead center. This system has been used effectively for over three decades.
BELLY BANDS/ JOG HOLSTERS

STOWAWAY™
STYLE M55
The Stowaway™ is designed as a running, concealment holster. It is ambidextrous, adjustable and will carry a multitude of small and medium size handguns. The Stowaway™ is made of padded neoprene for all day comfort and will stretch to fit most female torsos. Also, included with each Stowaway™ is a waist extender to cover the larger sizes.

BELLY BAND HOLSTER
STYLE 060
A five inch wide elastic band incorporates three pockets to conceal your essentials. The Belly Band Holster fits most concealable handguns. Available in Black or Natural in sizes small, medium, large, X-large and XX-large.

ROAD RUNNER™
STYLE M39
The Road Runner™ is a casual running, concealment holster that can be worn under or over your garments. It is what we refer to as “hide in plain sight”, and DeSantis invented the concept. The gun pocket can be accessed from either side making the Road Runner™ ambidextrous. It is lightweight and well padded on the body side. The outer pocket has room for keys, wallet, ammo or whatever you may need. Like all DeSantis products, the Road Runner™ is made from very durable materials for a lifetime of use.

OPTION 4™ BELLY BAND HOLSTER
(ambidextrous)
STYLE 061
The Option 4™Belly Band Holster is a comfortable, flexible and breathable holster that offers numerous ways to carry small to medium pistols or revolvers. Your weapon or weapons can be carried in a neutral or forward cant, low on the hips. Available in sizes small to extra large (28”-48”) in black only.
**BEDSIDE MATTERS™/ BAG PACKER™/ CITY SLICKER™**

**BEDSIDE MATTERS™**
**STYLE M68**
The Bedside Matters™ is an ambidextrous mattress holster which keeps your personal firearm close at hand while in bed. The upper component slides between mattress and box spring and is made of our very sticky Superfly™ material. The holster component will fit most small, medium and large handguns, and there is an additional loop for your flashlight.

**STICKS ALMOST LIKE FLY PAPER**

---

**BAG PACKER™**
**STYLE M34**
The Bag-Packer™ is an ambidextrous holster component that can mate with most briefcases and handbags. The suspenders clips and adjustable C-clips allow the Bag-Packer™ to be placed in the desired position for most bags. Each Bag-Packer™ comes with one of two adjustable holsters that will accommodate most concealable handguns. Hook and loop mating surfaces allow almost infinite adjustment of the holster position. The Bag-Packer™ allows you the freedom to store your handgun in a fixed position, rather than loose in the briefcase or handbag.

---

**CITY SLICKER™**
**STYLE M63**
The City Slicker™ coin purse, Style M63 is built from fine glove leather and lined with sturdy pack cloth. It has a removable pants clip and a strong nylon hand strap. The City Slicker™ will carry all of your coins and other small, heavy items with comfort and security. It offers great protection in crowded city areas and while vacationing abroad. The City Slicker™ can be carried in your handbag, tucked into your pants, or worn in your jacket or pants pocket.
Women’s Gunnybag™ Style L28
Women’s Gunnybag™ is a well designed and fashionable handbag. It is made of luxurious shrunken grain leather, and features two lined and zippered compartments on top and a wide lined zippered pocket on the front. The well-concealed side gun pocket is also lined and zips from top to bottom. A great gun purse at a great price!

Bag Packer™ Style M34
The Bag-Packer™ is an ambidextrous holster component that can mate with most handbags and briefcases. The suspenders clips and adjustable C-clips allow the Bag-Packer™ to be placed in the desired position for most bags. Each Bag-Packer™ comes with one of two adjustable holsters that will accommodate most concealable handguns. Hook and loop mating surfaces allow almost infinite adjustment of the holster position. The Bag-Packer™ allows you the freedom to store your handgun in a fixed position, rather than loose in the handbag or briefcase.

Pink Clip Grip® Style T07
All the same features as the original ClipGrip®, but now available in limited edition pink. Fits S&W J-Frame.

DeSantis Didn’t Invent Concealment, We Just Perfected It!
STOWAWAY™
STYLE M55
The Stowaway™ is designed for women as a running, concealment holster. It is ambidextrous, adjustable and will carry a multitude of small and medium size handguns. The Stowaway™ is made of padded neoprene for all day comfort and will stretch to fit most female torsos. Also, included with each Stowaway™ is a waist extender to cover the larger sizes.

THIGH HIDE™
STYLE M70
Don’t let your right to bear arms interfere with the freedom to express your feminine style. DeSantis introduces every woman’s new secret weapon: the Thigh Hide™ holster. This intimate-wear thigh holster is a “must have” for the fashion-conscious female firearm enthusiast looking to add dresses and skirts to her concealed carry wardrobe. For the woman who likes to keep her secrets concealed, the Thigh Hide’s™ slim design will never betray the fact that she is carrying a weapon. Date night can be all night as the soft neoprene construction offers hours of custom-fit comfort with just about any small frame revolver or auto. A tight Velcro seal and twin garter straps ensure the firearm stays in place even when you’re out on the town. The DeSantis Thigh Hide™: your personal security down to the last detail.
Holsters Recommended for Women

Style 005 Page 22
Style 033 Page 20
Style 111 Page 18

Style 045 Page 17
Style 106 Page 17
Style M63 Page 33

Style 002 Page 4
Style 001 Page 5
Style 027 Page 6
Style 155 Page 7

Style 019 Page 4
Style 012 Page 5
Style 067 Page 6
Style 159 Page 23
**HUNTING**

**THE WOODSMAN®**

**STYLE 097**

The Woodsman® has an adjustable safety strap that will fit virtually all of your .22 auto loaders. One holster will accommodate 4 1/2’-5 1/2’ barrel lengths and fits belts up to 2 1/4” wide. The Woodsman® is available in two versions: soft Black leather inside and a waterproof, durable synthetic exterior finish OR premium Tan saddle leather and comes suede lined only.

**DUAL ANGLE HUNTER®**

**STYLE 016**

The Dual Angle Hunter® was specifically designed with the hunter in mind. This innovative holster incorporates two separate belt slots in the belt loop, thus allowing the holster to be worn at two different angles. It is unique because the wearer has the option to wear it as a “conventional hip holster” or “radical cross draw”. The radical cross draw position is especially effective when using a large revolver riding horseback or in a seated position. The Dual Angle Hunter fits belts up to 1 3/4”. Available in premium Tan saddle leather and comes suede lined only.
HUNTING

BLACK MAMBA™
STYLE M40
The Black Mamba™ was designed for handgun hunters who were the first in civilian life to pick up on chest carry. Concealment wasn’t an issue and a big revolver was comfortable and accessible in this position. The Black Mamba™ even carries the 72 ounce S&W 500 with total comfort and security. It is built from molded-ballistic nylon.

TERMINATOR™
STYLE 040
The Terminator™ is designed specifically for large, heavy hunting revolvers. The thick foam padded bandoleer strap even takes the weight of the S&W 500 very comfortably. It is fitted with an adjustable tension device, a hammer strap and a belt tie down. Available in Tan saddle leather and comes Tan lined only.
The Yukon™ Hunting Rig features a fully adjustable Ballistic harness. It is available in two sizes; large semi-auto and large revolver. Both have integral ammo holders.

The S09 & S12 Rifle Slings are made from American top-grain cowhide with half suede lining and one piece construction. These slings accept 1” sling swivels. Availability: basketweave or gunfighter stitch. Black or Tan leather.

The S15 Military Sling is a faithful reproduction of the U.S. military sling which was used on Springfields and M-1 Garands. This sling will appeal to collectors and shooters alike seeking an authentic sling for shooting or display. It is available in Tan or Black leather. This sling accepts 1” sling swivels.
WESTERN

DESPERADO™ GUN BELT
STYLE B37
This belt is constructed from extra heavy premium saddle leather and is fully suede lined. The B37 comes standard with 20 cartridge loops, for .45 LC, and 25 loops for .38/.357 caliber. The loops are centered on the backside allowing plenty of room for other accessories. Available in Black or Tan w/suede lining. Specify .38/.357 cal. or .45C when ordering.

DESPERADO™
STYLE 088
The Desperado™ is an authentic 1800’s Mexican loop holster which is ideal for today’s cowboy action shooting. Premium saddle leather, full suede lining, decorative border stamping, hammer thong, and authentic 1800’s logo are the features that make it look and work so well. The Desperado is available for 4 3/4”, 5 1/2” or 7 1/2” single action army type revolvers. Available in Black or Tan.
WESTERN

DOC HOLLIDAY®

STYLE 081
The Doc Holliday® is an authentic replica of the 1800’s gentleman's holster. It is right at home riding on our popular Desperado® Gun Belt, style B37, or on your favorite western belt. It is made from fully lined premium saddle leather with a handsome hand stamped design. Available for right and left hand shooters, for SAA 3 1/2” and 4 3/4” barrel lengths. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather and comes suede lined only.

DOC HOLLIDAY® CROSS DRAW

STYLE 083
The Doc Holliday® Cross Draw has the same fine features as our style 081 Doc Holliday® but is designed to be worn on the weak side cross draw. Available for right and left hand shooters, for SAA 3 1/2” or 4 3/4” barrel lengths. Available in premium Black or Tan saddle leather and comes suede lined only.

BUTCH CASSIDY® BELT

STYLE B48
The Butch Cassidy® Belt is a 2.75” wide, straight cut, rough-out, mellow tanned, cream colored cowhide, folded and saddle stitched with 36 cartridge loops. The belt is the identical belt used in our John Wayne® Centennial Commemorative set except without the cast serial number plate. The buckle is cast solid brass and other leather parts are of premium saddle leather.

BUTCH CASSIDY®

STYLE 103
The Butch Cassidy® model was originally made as a centennial tribute to the late John Wayne®. It’s an exact copy of what he used in most of his classic western films. The very same product is now available unsigned and without a serial number for everyday cowboys and cowgirls. This fine reproduction holster is built of two layers of premium steer-hide and custom formed for a perfect fit.
Our family of Gunny Sack® Circa 1989 holsters are probably the most copied and imitated holsters in the history of holster making. Insisting on a DeSantis® Gunny Sack® Circa 1989 is your best assurance of purchasing the genuine article. DeSantis® Gunny Sacks® Circa 1989 are extremely popular with the men and women who must carry a gun for a living. They’re rugged, convenient, comfortable and dependable. The Zipper along with the ripcord gives you full access to the handgun. The holster insert with elastic retaining strap allows for safe and quick access. Patent #s: 4,966,320; 5,170,919; 5,294,031

**GUNNY SACK® II**

**STYLE R71 (ZIPPER CLOSURE)**
DIMENSIONS 9” x 6” x 1 1/2”

**GUNNY SACK® JR**

**STYLE R76 (ZIPPER CLOSURE)**
DIMENSIONS 6 1/2” x 5” x 1 1/2”

**ORIGINAL GUNNY SACK®**

**STYLE R60 (VELCRO CLOSURE)**
DIMENSIONS 11” x 5” x 1 1/2”

Hide in Plain Sight/Gunny Sacks®, DeSantis® Invented the Concept
PISTOL PACK®
STYLE N65

The Pistol Pack®, N65 with its heavy duty spring clip is a lightweight caddie. The clip will securely fasten on belts up to 1 3/4" or directly on your jeans. This will accommodate the NAA Guardian .32 and most other similar size small autos, along with a spare magazine. Heavy-duty YKK zippers and padded ballistic nylon assure you many years of faithful service. It also features a “D” ring to accommodate a lock when storing your handgun. Please specify gun when ordering. Dimensions: 6 1/2” x 4 1/2” x 5/8”.

INCognito™
STYLE M66

The Incognito™ is available in three sizes. This holster is built from a sturdy 1060D padded Senior Ballistic Nylon and cleverly hides your small semi automatic handgun in plain sight! It can be worn both horizontally or vertically and is held closed by a Velcro® fastener.

E-Z RIDER® II
STYLE N15

The E-Z Rider® II conceals Glock 26/27 and similar size weapons in plain sight. What appears as a day planner actually holds a medium-size pistol and spare magazine which can be deployed almost instantly. Made of engineered materials and trimmed with 1050D senior ballistic fabric, the E-Z Rider® makes a great casual clothes holster that can be worn with confidence. The E-Z Rider® features a paddle making it very comfortable and convenient. Dimensions: 7 1/2” x 5 1/2” x 1 1/2”.

GUN CADDIE®
STYLE N58

Similar to camera and bicycle accessory pouches, the Gun Caddie® is made of ballistic nylon and slips easily onto your belt. It will conceal all small frame autos and revolvers in a separate compartment. Carry and retrieve your keys, wallet, credentials, etc. without revealing your handgun. Dimensions: 7” x 4 1/2” x 1”.

INCOGNITO™
STYLE M66

The Incognito™ is available in three sizes. This holster is built from a sturdy 1060D padded Senior Ballistic Nylon and cleverly hides your small semi automatic handgun in plain sight! It can be worn both horizontally or vertically and is held closed by a Velcro® fastener.
**ACCESSORIES**

**THE FLY-HIGH™**  
**STYLE A78**  
The Fly-High™ is a tuckable IWB magazine pouch. It is made of premium saddle leather and is both tension and cant adjustable. Available in Black leather.

**2x2x2 CARTRIDGE POUCH**  
**STYLE A08**
Patent No. 4,262,833. This unique pouch maximizes both security and speed of loading. The six cartridges are separated in tiers which can be loaded into the cylinder in three controlled steps. Patented. Note: .44mag pouch and .50 cal. is 3x3 design.

**SECOND SIX SPEEDLOADER HOLDER**  
**STYLE A35**
This design divides the speedloader in half over the belt, reducing much of the bulk and offering maximum concealment. The speedloader will not fall out when the cover flap is unsnapped. The Second Six also features a unique belt-adjustment system that allows the carrier to fit snugly on any belt up to 1 3/4” in width. Fits HKS and similar size speedloaders.

**THE SWIFT STRIP™**  
**STYLE T11**
Swift Strips™ are a compact and handy device for loading revolvers. They fit in most single mag/knife pouches, trousers, etc. It is injection molded from a flexible polymer material and holds 6 rounds of .38/.357 ammo and loads two at a time. Sold in a two-pack.

**F.T.U. MAGAZINE POUCH®**  
**STYLE A49**
The A49 has a vertical belt loop. It accommodates belts up to 1 1/4”. Featuring an adjustable tension screw, it is available in Black or Tan leather. Please specify right or left hand upon ordering.

**SECURE MAGAZINE POUCH**  
**STYLE A47**
The A47, (single pouch) with clip has a unique magazine-tension device inside for added security. Available in Black or Tan.

**DOUBLE MAGAZINE POUCH**  
**STYLE A01**
This pouch features a snap-to-the-belt design. For horizontal or vertical carry. Note: Some models are for vertical carry only.

**HANDCUFF CASE**  
**STYLE A04**

**RADIO HOLDER**  
**STYLE A05**
The A05 accommodates Motorola Saber and XTS3000 radios. Available in Black or Tan.

**BACKUP POUCH**  
**STYLE A83**
This paddle/belt magazine pouch carries the Glock 9/40 magazines and fits most flashlights with a 1” diameter including Surefire 6P, Streamlight Scorpion and Streetlight Strion (LED). The paddle is removable and will then work as a belt holster. This combination is immediately available & others will soon follow. Available in Black leather.

**MAG-PACKER®**  
**STYLE M38**
The Nemesis® has already revolutionized pocket holsters and now the Mag-Packer® does the same for popular handgun magazines. This side pocket magazine holster will not move out of position in your pocket and allows proper positioning for your spare magazine.

**CARGO NEMESIS® POUCH**  
**STYLE M79**
The Cargo Nemesis® Mag Pouch holds two mags securely in the cargo pants pocket. Made from sticky Nemesis® rubberized fabric.

**NEW**
**DOUBLE PLAY™ STYLE A15**

This easy on/off paddle rig, with adjustable-tension screw, carries handcuffs and a spare magazine in a compact and comfortable manner. The A15 is made of Millennium for both right and left hand operatives.

---

**QUANTICO™ SINGLE MAG POUCH STYLE A86**

Dual tensioning devices and Kydex® construction. Fits up to 1 ¾” belts.

**QUANTICO™ DOUBLE MAG POUCH STYLE A87**

Triple tensioning devices and Kydex® construction. Fits up to 1 ¾” belts.

---

**THE RELIANT™ STYLE A84**

The RELIANT™ is ambidextrous and keeps the magazine both high and tight. It is built from premium Black or Tan saddle leather. It is immediately available for most common handgun calibers. Accommodates up to 1 3/4” belt loop.

**HIDDEN CACHE™ STYLE A85**

The HIDDEN CACHE™ is an ambidextrous, tuckable IWB magazine pouch that can be adjusted for both height and cant. It is built from premium Black or Tan saddle leather. It is immediately available for most common handgun calibers. Adjusts to any position.

---

**ACCESSORIES/DRESS BELTS**

Our handcrafted belts are built from extra heavy-premium saddle leather, suede lined in Tan or Black, and feature removable buckles. Our belts exhibit the natural scarring and blemishes from the hide. Therefore, each has its own distinctive appearance.

- **1 1/4” PLAIN LINED STYLE B11**
- **1 1/2” FANCY STITCH LINED STYLE B27**
- **1 3/4” PLAIN LINED STYLE B09**
- **1 1/2” PLAIN LINED STYLE B12**
- **ECONO BELT 1 1/2” STYLE E25**
- **1 3/4” FANCY STITCH LINED STYLE B02**
- **BUCKLE-LESS ECONO BELT STYLE E26**

Note: Black belts feature a color buckle with black hardware. Tan belts feature a color buckle with brass hardware.

For belts, measure existing belt from inside edge of buckle to the center hole. Our belts are slightly oversized to accommodate holsters and accessories.
STRYKER™ SYSTEM

DUTY/TACTICAL HOLSTERS

STRYKER™ SYSTEM

STRYKER™ SYSTEM (in use by U.S. Military)

STYLE 108 PATENTED

The Stryker™ is built from one of the strongest polymers developed to date. The angle of carry can be adjusted at 6° increments (almost infinite). This is a multi position/mode carrying system with Level III Security. The Level III switch can also be removed for Level II security. It’s available with or without the upper hood which protects the rear sights. The Stryker™ can also be equipped with a removable bungee strap for airborne operations. The Stryker™ can be moved from mode to mode in seconds without tools. It can be worn at Border Patrol height, high ride for men and women, paddle ride, on the thigh (tactical), and MOLLE mount. It is equipped with an adjustable thumb lever for all size fingers. Note: Can be made into a level II by removing the outboard-lock switch.

MULTI-MODE ACCESSORIES FOR BOTH

HIGH RIDE (slotted) back. Adjustable height and cant. Fits belts up to 2¼".

LOW RIDE

Y96

HIGH RIDE

Y64 BACK

Y64

MOLLE CARRY

Y63

BACK
This is a multi position/mode carrying system with Level II Security. The Enterprise™ is made of one of the strongest polymers developed to date. The angle of carry can be adjusted at 6° increments (almost infinite). The Enterprise™ can be moved from mode to mode in seconds without tools. It can be worn at Border Patrol height, high ride for men and women, paddle ride, on the thigh (tactical), and MOLLE mount. It is equipped with an adjustable thumb lever for all size fingers. It will work with any Picatinny Rail equipped semi-auto, and any rail mounted light. It also functions the same with or without the light mounted. This is the one and only holster that allows LE agencies to train all officers with the same equipment, and it doesn’t need to be replaced when guns or lights are changed! **FITS ALL RAIL GUNS**
**SAFETY STAR™ HOLSTER**  
**(Level II)**

**STYLE 015**

The Safety Star™ is a leather-lined level II safety holster designed for police, military and security personnel. Drawing the weapon requires two distinct movements, thus simplifying the training process. The thumb break must be unlocked and the hood or “top strap” must be manually rotated forward. With a minimum of practice, this can be accomplished in a very rapid fashion, and it provides the operator a good degree of security from an attempted gun grab. It is available in plain, basket-weave and high gloss.

---

**TRIPLE PLAY™**

**STYLE 143**

The Triple Play™ is a multi-use intuitive system that can utilize all of the Tap Out™ (page 44) accessory components, making it ideal for duty, plain clothes or tactical use. It is adjustable for cant, height and tension. Most importantly about this system, it accommodates pistols fitted with or without reflex sights. It is built from rugged Kydex® and other reinforced polymers. The Triple Play™ can be fitted with one or two Redi-Loks™ to provide security levels from two to four. Available immediately for Glock pistols and others will soon follow.

---

**THE NYLON SAFETY STAR®**

**STYLE M64**  
**PATENTED (Reflex sights friendly)**

The Nylon Safety Star® is a level II security holster designed for the armed security or police officer. It is built from rigid molded ballistic nylon with a core of sturdy polymer. It requires two distinct movements before being able to draw the weapon, thus simplifying the training process. The thumb break must be disabled and the rotating hood must be manually rotated forward. With a little practice, this can be accomplished in very rapid fashion and affords the operator a good degree of security from an adversary. It rides at a height that is comfortable and very accessible and features our injection molded 2 ¼” slotted belt hanger. The Nylon Safety Star® is available for many popular duty revolvers and auto loaders.
**TACTICAL/DUTY**

**JUST CAUSE™ SAFETY HOLSTER**

**STYLE 161**

The Just Cause™, is a Safety Holster (uniform) built from thermoformed Kydex® sheet and glass reinforced polymers. It features a rotating hood and a self-locking thumb-activated trigger guard lock and is very intuitive. It comes standard with a border patrol style back, but all our Tap Out® accessories will also work with this model. The Just Cause™ is now available for Glock® pistols and other applications will follow.

**DUTY RAPTOR™** (light bearing)

**STYLE 153**

The DUTY RAPTOR™ (light bearing) is built to stand up to the rigors of Law Enforcement and Military use. It will accommodate the Glock pistols with any one of several pistol lights attached. One truly unique feature is that this holster will secure the Glock pistol with or without the light attached. This Duty Raptor™ is built from a combination of thermoformed Kydex® and other glass reinforced polymers. It features a rotating hood and an adjustable tensioning device, giving it level ll security. It can be fitted with any of our Tap Out accessories.

**DUTY RAPTOR™** (self locking)

**STYLE 152**

The Duty RAPTOR™ (self-locking) is a secure holster that is fabricated from a combination of thermoformed Kydex® and glass reinforced nylon and is built to endure the rigors of military or LE use. This Duty Raptor™ has two locking functions: (1) using the thumb to unlock the trigger guard lock and (2) unlocking the rotating hood. This holster comes with standard duty-belt attachment and can be adapted for tactical applications using any of our Tap Out® accessories.

**WITHOUT LIGHT**
LEATHER DUTY ACCESSORIES

DOUBLE GLOVE POUCH
STYLE U58
Holds several pairs of latex gloves. Fits up to 2 1/4" belt. Plain or B/W.

HANDCUFF CASE
STYLE U25
Specify snap color or Velcro® closure. Plain or B/W.

FLASHLIGHT HOLDER
STYLE U10
D Cell
Plain or B/W. Specify snap color.

KEY RING HOLDER
STYLE U02
Nickel or brass key ring. Specify snap color. Plain or B/W.

BELT KEEPERS
STYLE U01
Pack of 4. Specify snap color or Velcro® closure. Plain or B/W.

FORM FIT HANDCUFF CASE
STYLE U79
Fits up to 2 1/4" and is available in plain or B/W.

SYNTHETIC BELT KEEPERS
STYLE U65

DUTY HANDCUFF CASE
STYLE U76
Fits standard cuffs. Available plain or B/W.

HANDCUFF KEY
STYLE T60
Actual Item

REDICUFF™ KEY KIT
STYLE T61
Includes a self-stick Velcro® loop for case and our T60 w/ stitched on Velcro® hook. Cuff case not included.

DETENTION KEY
STYLE T12
The size and shape of this key makes for much less fatigue opening standard handcuffs. It was conceived and designed by a Florida Deputy Sheriff and was thoroughly tested by his department and other Federal Agencies. It comes complete with wrist strap and is immediately available from inventory.
NYLON DUTY ACCESSORIES

NYLON BELT KEEPERS
STYLE N01
Specify 2" or 2 1/4" belt. Pack of 4.

NYLON KEY HOLDER
STYLE N02
Snap Closure

NYLON CHEMICAL SPRAY HOLDER
STYLE N40
2 oz Belt loop

NYLON DOUBLE MAGAZINE POUCH
STYLE N22
Fully adjustable flaps are Velcro® attached. Dual tension screws for added retention. May be worn horizontal or vertical.

NYLON SINGLE MAGAZINE POUCH
STYLE N23
May be worn horizontal or vertical. Note: Some models are for vertical carry only.

NYLON DOUBLE MAGAZINE POUCH
STYLE N23

NYLON STINGER FLASHLIGHT HOLDER
STYLE N50
Belt loop

NYLON SCORPION FLASHLIGHT HOLDER
STYLE M50
Belt loop

NYLON PAGE CASE
STYLE N08
Dimensions: 4" x 2 3/4" x 1". Specify clip or loop when ordering.

NYLON FLASHLIGHT HOLDER
STYLE N10
D Cell

NYLON SILENT KEY HOLDER
STYLE N14

NYLON KEY HOLDER
STYLE N14

NYLON SWIVEL TWO-WAY RADIO HOLDER
STYLE N51
Snap on belt loop

NYLON UNIVERSAL RADIO HOLDER
STYLE N28

NYLON RUBBER GLOVE HOLDER
STYLE N26
Belt loop

NYLON GLOVE POCKET
STYLE N29
Belt loop

NYLON DOUBLE LATEX GLOVE POUCH
STYLE N39
This pouch has two separate pockets to hold several pairs of latex gloves. It fits all belts up to 2 1/4" wide and is constructed from padded senior ballistic nylon with a Velcro® closure. Belt slots on back.

NYLON CAN'T-LOSE™ BELT KEEPERS (nylon)
STYLE N57
These keepers are the same as our Style U91 (page 51) except are fashioned in nylon. Please specify with or without support clips, Velcro® or snap color (Z1-Nickel, Z2- Brass, Z3-Black). Note: For duty belts only.

NYLON UNIVERAL RADIO HOLDER
STYLE N28
Snap on belt loop

NYLON SNAPSHOT DOUBLE LATEX GLOVE POUCH
STYLE N39
This pouch has two separate pockets to hold several pairs of latex gloves. It fits all belts up to 2 1/4" wide and is constructed from padded senior ballistic nylon with a Velcro® closure. Belt slots on back.

NYLON PAGER CASE
STYLE N08
Dimensions: 4" x 2 3/4" x 1". Specify clip or loop when ordering.
NYLON USSS COLLAPSIBLE BATON HOLDER
STYLE N49
Also accommodates Scorpion/Surefire 6P flashlights.
Snap-on belt loop

NYLON DOUBLE HANDCUFF CASE
STYLE N43
Tri-fold belt loop

NYLON DUTY HANDCUFF CASE
STYLE N27
Spare key pocket on back between belt loop and case.

NYLON/NYLAHIDE™ DUTY ACCESSORIES

DeSantis® Nylahide™ molded police duty gear is a great choice for military and law enforcement professionals worldwide. Nylahide™ duty gear is the world’s strongest, lightest and the most comfortable duty gear available. Other look-a-likes can lose their shape during one rough tour but Nylahide’s™ internal-polymer core outlasts all of the competition for superior shape and lasting rigidity. It is pound for pound the world’s strongest duty gear.

NYLAHIDE™ FLASLIGHT HOLDER
STYLE M81
Snap closure. Available for Scorpion/Surefire 6P, Strion, Stinger or Stinger XT. Belt loop on back accommodates duty belts up to 2 1/4” wide.

NYLON DOUBLE MAGAZINE POUCH
STYLE M83
Fits most double stack 9mm/40cal magazines. Horizontal/vertical carry. Adjustable snap closure. Belt loop on back accommodates duty belts up to 2 1/4” wide.

NYLON/NYLAHIDE™ HANDCUFF CASE
STYLE M82
Snap closure. Available for S&W 100 or ASP 100 handcuffs. Belt loop on back accommodates duty belts up to 2 1/4” wide.

NYLON/NYLAHIDE™ 21” BATON HOLDER
STYLE M49
Fits collapsible 21” baton. Belt loop with snap closure on back accommodates duty belts up to 2 1/4” wide.

NYLON/NYLAHIDE™ CHEMICAL SPRAY HOLDER
STYLE M80
Fits most 2oz canisters up to 4 1/4” in height. Snap closure. Belt loop on back accommodates duty belts up to 2 1/4” wide.

NYLON/NYLAHIDE™ XTS3000 RADIO HOLDER
STYLE M84
Snap closure with elastic cord. Swivel belt loop on back accommodates duty belts up to 2 1/4” wide.
N.Y.C. STYLE 3-RING MEMO BOOK BINDER
STYLE U62
Dimensions: 5” x 9 1/2”. Paper not included.

LEATHER CREDENTIAL HOLDER
STYLE A54
Bi-fold double window holder. Ideal for double ID/permits. Folded: 3 1/4” x 5”. Opened: 6 1/2” x 5”.

THE KNIGHTHAWK™ W/ CHAIN
STYLE U12

COMBO ID/SHIELD CASE W/ CHAIN
STYLE U35

LEATHER BADGE ID WALLET
STYLE A53
Tri-fold wallet made of leather for photo ID, credit cards and shield. Separate compartment for currency. Folded: 3 1/2” x 5”. Opened: 10 1/2” x 5”.

RECESSED LEATHER BADGE HOLDER
STYLE U22
Most Federal Agencies. Spring steel clip

TEARDROP LEATHER BADGE HOLDER
STYLE U29
Most Federal Agencies. Spring steel clip

BADGE/NAME BACKER
STYLE U09
Specify 1 3/4” or 2” pin width for name plate

Available in 1,2,3,5 or 10 bar

N.Y.P.D. LEATHER BADGE HOLDER
STYLE U30
Spring steel clip

CITATION HOLDER
STYLE U32

N.Y.C. STYLE 3-RING MEMO BOOK BINDER
STYLE U62
Dimensions: 5” x 9 1/2”. Paper not included.

LEATHER CREDENTIAL HOLDER
STYLE A54
Bi-fold double window holder. Ideal for double ID/permits. Folded: 3 1/4” x 5”. Opened: 6 1/2” x 5”.

THE KNIGHTHAWK™ W/ CHAIN
STYLE U12

COMBO ID/SHIELD CASE W/ CHAIN
STYLE U35

LEATHER BADGE ID WALLET
STYLE A53
Tri-fold wallet made of leather for photo ID, credit cards and shield. Separate compartment for currency. Folded: 3 1/2” x 5”. Opened: 10 1/2” x 5”.

RECESSED LEATHER BADGE HOLDER
STYLE U22
Most Federal Agencies. Spring steel clip

TEARDROP LEATHER BADGE HOLDER
STYLE U29
Most Federal Agencies. Spring steel clip

BADGE/NAME BACKER
STYLE U09
Specify 1 3/4” or 2” pin width for name plate

Available in 1,2,3,5 or 10 bar

N.Y.P.D. LEATHER BADGE HOLDER
STYLE U30
Spring steel clip
Our 2 1/4” duty belts are slightly oversized to accommodate accessories. Buckles are available in nickel, brass or black. Specify when ordering.

**BUCKLE-LESS ECONO BELT**
STYLE E26

**ECONOLINE 2 1/4” RIVER-STYLE BELT**
STYLE E35

**1 1/2” ECONOLINE GARRISON BELT**
STYLE E22

**1 3/4” ECONOLINE GARRISON BELT BASKETWEAVE**
STYLE E21

**HIGH GLOSS**

All belts available in 4-row stitched and high gloss finish in contract quantities.

For belts, measure existing belt from inside edge of buckle to the center hole. Our belts are slightly oversized to accommodate holsters and accessories.
RANGE MASTER/TACTICAL BELTS/EDP™ BAG

EDP™ BAG

STYLE M76

This bag was originally developed for the Emergency Service Unit of the NYPD. We took suggestions from many officers in similar units and after numerous samples and modifications, have boiled it down to a great new product. The EDP™ Bag deploys in a split second and can be used to secure an EDP (emotionally disturbed person) in just moments. The fabric is strong and allows fluids to pass through, and can be cleaned and decontaminated easily after each use. Seven handles make it easy to manage and carry.

RANGE MASTER™

STYLE 129

The Range Master™ is designed primarily as a range holster. It is an updated version of a model made by DeSantis over 40 years ago. It was designed for police competition using factory “street guns” without modifications or special sights. The updated version features an injection molded 2 ¼” slotted belt hanger at boarder patrol height. It also features an adjustable tension device for user adjustment.

RANGE MASTER™ KYDEX®

STYLE 130

The Range Master™ (Kydex©) is designed primarily as a range holster. It features our 2 ¼” slotted belt hanger as well as an adjustable tension device for user adjustment. The style 130 is now available for most medium and large frame popular semi autos.

INNER BELT

STYLE N19

This Velcro® hook lined inner belt threads through the trouser loops and provides a firm anchor for our M20, N18, N20 and N21 Tactical Belts.

BALLISTIC NYLON DUTY BELT

STYLE M20

The M20 is crafted from padded 1050D Senior Ballistic nylon, a heavy polymer stiffener and Velcro®. The three ingredients are bound with a smooth 1” nylon binding and fitted with a 2 ¼” Acetyl tri-release buckle.
DSD™ RIG
STYLE M10
This rig will carry a SMG and two full-size magazines. The DSD™ Rig features a “quick-detach” system that allows for rapid presentation. The DSD™ Rig is built of heavy duty Mil-Spec nylon webbing, and it will work with most small sub-machine guns. Specify 9mm or .223 when ordering.

STORM PACKER™
STYLE M48
The Storm Packer™ is made specifically for the Beretta CX4 Storm 9/40. The Storm Packer™ slips around the Beretta butt stock and Velcro®’s in place in a flash. It indexes on the swivel lug and locks on tightly. It is built from heavily padded 1050D Black ballistic nylon and lined with slick pack cloth.

BUTTSTOCK CHEEK PAD™
STYLE M36
The Buttstock Cheek Pad™ is designed to prevent slipping and diminish recoil to both the neck and cheek. It is secured steadfastly to the buttstock by a Velcro® and strap system ensuring an accurate fit for all rifle stocks. The Buttstock Cheek Pad™ is built from padded neoprene with our Nemesis® material to assure comfort and durability.
N-ADJUSTER CELL PHONE HOLSTER
STYLE M69
The N-Adjuster Cell Phone Holster is built from (BALLISTIC NYLON) and is adjustable to fit iPhone 6, 6+ and similar sized cell phones. This comes with a magnetic closure.

E-Z DRAW®
STYLE N13
(Nylon)
Available for Most
Cell Phones
Call Customer Service
for Details

The E-Z Draw® stays fastened to your belt with the very same clip used on our popular line of law enforcement equipment. It is made from padded-ballistic nylon. Available for most popular cellphones. Larger metal spring clip available, part number Y01, to accommodate 2¼” duty belts. Please specify when ordering.

LOW LIGHT SIMULATOR™ GOGGLES
STYLE D02
Conceived and engineered by a nationally known firearms instructor, Low Light Simulator Goggles transform broad daylight into the shadowy darkness so often encountered during actual confrontations. They obscure the sights, but not the target and allow instructors full observation of students receiving low light training on outdoor ranges (works best in sunlight).

POLICE BATONS
STYLE P07, P12, P26, P91
STYLE P07 - DeSantis® Search and Control Stick 7”
STYLE P12 - DeSantis® Search and Control Stick 12”
STYLE P26 - Standard Police Baton 26”
- More power generation from shorter strikes (fluid shock).
- Eliminates need for repeated baseball type blows.
STYLE P91 - Feather Touch Training Baton
- Simulates baton for training and permits full contact without injury.
- Durable and longlasting, this soft baton is an effective training substitute.

CLIP GRIP®
STYLE T07
The Clip Grip® accommodates S&W J frame, round butt revolvers. It is constructed of an engineering grade reinforced polymer. The sharply checkered panels allow for continuous gun control while shooting. The T07 allows the user to tuck the revolver inside the waistband when it is not feasible to use a holster. The Clip Grip™ can still be used with most holsters.

J-CLIP (Tuckable)
STYLE #       DESCRIPTION
Y76 ............ 2 large clips (3 holes)
Y77 ............ 2 medium clips (2 holes)
Y78 ............ 2 small clips (1 hole)
Y79 ............ 1 large clip (3 holes)
Y80 ............ 1 medium clip (2 holes)
Y81 ............ 1 small clip (1 hole)

C-CLIP
STYLE #       DESCRIPTION
Y70 ............ 2 large clips (3 holes)
Y71 ............ 2 medium clips (2 holes)
Y72 ............ 2 small clips (1 hole)
Y73 ............ 1 large clip (3 holes)
Y74 ............ 1 medium clip (2 holes)
Y75 ............ 1 small clip (1 hole)
We ship via Federal Express and United Parcel Service. To expedite your order, please supply us with a street address. Orders not supplied with a physical street address will cause delay. When placing your order, state complete gun/product application for each item being ordered including MANUFACTURER, MODEL NAME/NUMBER, FRAME SIZE, BARREL LENGTH, and CALIBER.

For belts, measure existing belt from inside edge of buckle to the center hole. Our belts are slightly oversized to accommodate holsters and accessories.

RETURN

Merchandise returned for credit, exchange or repair must have prior factory authorization. Parcels without authorization will be refused by our receiving department. Items that are discontinued, used, non-stocked, custom made, altered or not purchased directly from DeSantis® cannot be returned. Parcels that are refused on delivery will be subject to a 5% charge of the total amount of the order. This fee will be applied to next order.

Charges: When returning your product for exchange or repair, please contact customer service at (800) 424-1236 for return shipping and handling fees. Repairs will be made at the factory’s discretion upon receipt of merchandise. If there is a charge for your repair you will be notified before the work is performed. We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover, check or money order. Make check or money order payable to DeSantis® Holster and Leather Goods.

Claims for returns or exchanges must be made within thirty days of receiving the product. Returns may be subject to a 20% restocking charge. Claims for shortages must be made within 48 hours (2 working days) of receipt of goods. The claim will be considered only if parcels are received “intact”. Please contact our Returns Department for return-merchandise authorization at (800) 424-1236 or returns@desantisholster.com, Monday through Friday 8:30am-4:30pm EST.

CAUTION

Before continuing, READ THE ATTACHED AGREEMENTS. Do not operate or retain these products unless you have read and agree to the following terms: Firearms can be extremely hazardous, inherently dangerous and can cause death or serious physical injury. Firearms should be handled and used ONLY by persons who have been properly trained and qualified in their use, handling and safekeeping.

If you have purchased a new handgun, be sure to first read the safety instructions which accompanied it before using the handgun in conjunction with any DeSantis® product.

All DeSantis® products are carefully designed and manufactured from the best available materials to perform their intended function properly with the firearms for which they are designed and marked. Use of DeSantis® products with firearms for which they are not designed and marked or with firearms that have been modified or customized or otherwise changed from the original manufacturers’ specifications, greatly increases the likelihood of an accidental and potentially dangerous discharge. This may result in death or serious physical injury to the user or a bystander.

Examples of modified or customized firearms include, but are not limited to the installation of trigger shoes, wide target triggers and hammers, custom grips, alterations to the trigger guard, aftermarket sights, grips, grip wraps, grip adapters, addition of tape or rubberbands to the grip, extended safeties, laser sights, sight rib, compensators and internal “action jobs” which tend to compromise the margin of safety intended by the manufacturer. This warning applies even when aftermarket accessories are offered by the firearm manufacturer.

Also, the use of an improperly maintained, abused or defective firearm increases the likelihood of an accidental discharge at any time during its intended use, from drawing and holstering to firing, loading, unloading, carrying and storage. DO NOT use any DeSantis® product with any firearm that has been abused, is defective or has been improperly maintained. If your DeSantis® product becomes defective, or, if you have any questions regarding its use, maintenance or adjustment, immediately cease using the product and call customer service at (631) 841-6300.

After purchasing your DeSantis® holster, test with an UNLOADED handgun to insure proper fit, to break in the holster when necessary, and to become familiar with the holster’s safety features. Double check to insure that the magazine has been removed and the firing chamber(s) are empty. Be certain that the handgun is firmly seated in the holster prior to use. If originally incorporated in the holster design, any straps or snaps contained therein must be utilized for maximum safety and security. Snaps and other fasteners are not manufactured by DeSantis®.

Periodic inspection is mandatory to insure proper form, fit and function of these products. Tension screws should be checked periodically to insure proper tension. Also, saddle soaps, oils or milk and glove dressings should not be used on DeSantis® holsters as they will shorten its useful life and increase the possibility of accidental loss of the handgun.

Do not alter in any way, any safety device incorporated in any Desantis® product to accommodate handguns or other equipment for which the Desantis® product was not designed or intended.

Following are additional safety warnings incident to the use of DeSantis® holsters:

1. Always keep your finger off the trigger when drawing and holstering.
2. Never holster a cocked handgun. We do not recommend that pistols be carried “cocked and locked” (round in chamber, hammer cocked, safety on) also known as Condition 1 carry, with any DeSantis® product.
3. When drawing and holstering a handgun, always control the muzzle. Be sure that the muzzle does not point at any portion of your body, especially your non-shooting hand.
4. Practicing “fast draw” or “quick draw” techniques without the guidance of a certified firearms instructor can result in an accidental or unintended discharge which may result in death or serious physical injury.
5. Place your hand over your handgun during any strenuous physical activity such as running.
6. No holder can completely secure a weapon from unauthorized removal by an assailant or adversary or from falling out of the holster during various activities. It is ultimately the user’s responsibility to use caution and to practice weapon retention practices and techniques. It is also incumbent upon the user to be familiar with the tactical and procedural guidelines regarding the use and carrying of firearms in close proximity to potentially dangerous individuals that may be in effect with his/her department or agency. As an example, your department or agency may prohibit you from wearing a firearm while fingerprinting an arrestee.
7. In order to guard against accidental loss of the handgun, holsters must snugly fit the handgun. This may cause the slide to go out of battery when holstering with the result that the handgun may not fire when needed. It is advisable to always place your thumb on the back of the slide to insure that the slide does not go out of battery while holstering. If your DeSantis® product becomes defective in any way, cease using it immediately and call customer service at (631) 841-6300.

NOTICE

Because we cannot control the use of our products, all DeSantis® products are sold “AS IS” and “WITH ALL FAULTS”. All warranties of merchantability or fitness for intended use, either expressed or implied, and any liability for incidental or consequential damages resulting from the use of any DeSantis® product are disclaimed and excluded from the retail sales transaction. At the time of the original retail sale and delivery, the purchaser and NOT the manufacturer, distributor, or retailer assumes the entire risk and responsibility for determining the suitability and fitness of the product for the particular use intended.

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of implied warranties or liability for incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations and exclusions may not apply to you. The illustrations shown herein are typical as to finish and application. Due to uncontrollable variances in color saturation, the actual product may differ slightly from that shown in this catalog. DeSantis® will incur no obligation with respect to merchantability or otherwise for this eventuality.

As a matter or courtesy, DeSantis® is concerned about the product it sells; we therefore solicit comments or inquiries to completely satisfy our customers. Correspondence should be addressed to:

DeSantis® Holster and Leather Goods Company
431 Bayview Avenue
Amityville, New York 11701
Attention: Customer Service Department

Our hours are 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, Eastern Standard Time.

Retail Sales: (631) 841-6300
Dealer Orders Call Toll-Free: 1-800-GUNHIDE 1-800-486-4433
FAX No. (631) 841-6320
Attention: Government Buyers
DeSantis® is an approved GSA Supplier.
Contract Number GS-07F-222CA.